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Abstract: Thee increase of thhe competition in the educattional
market, renderred by demand offer report, deetermines the higher
education insttitutions to offeer an alternativve to the tradittional
education. Using
U
content analysis, bassed on descriiptive
documentary research,
r
the study aims at annalyzing the paath of
distance learnning, its advanttages and disaddvantages, its liimits,
its ultimate gooal, that is if distance
d
learninng can help achieve
broader goalls of higher education, suuch as sustainnable
development, poverty
p
alleviaation, respect foor human rightss. We
consider that distance learnning uses new methods leadinng to
increased flexxibility of the educational process
p
in term
ms of
space, time, chhoice of contentt and teaching resources.
r
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
2 st century caannot be conceeived
The educaation of the 21
without mobillity because off the informaticcs technique annd the
technological progress regisstered in this century. Educcation
through the Innternet represennts a new type of
o distance teacching
and learning amplified
a
everyy day because of the virtual space
s
evolution. Todday, the inform
mation is one off the most impoortant
resources of advanced ecconomy, thereffore the com
mputer
becomes an indispensable
i
instrument to any citizen of the
informational society in which
w
we live. The existencce of
distance learnning departmennt is a subject that attracts many
m
debates regardding not only thhe quality of eduucation, but alsso the
instruments used for accom
mplishing it. Quuestions such as:
a is
e
technology? How
w long
there a favorabble context to educational
will the requeest for an educcational system
m based on distance
covered by tecchnology last?, these are constant concerns.

2. TOWARD
DS E-LEARN
NING
The new innformation andd communicatioon technologies have
an obvious innfluence upon the
t global dem
marche of educcation
and on the edducational policcies. They deterrmine virtualizaation,
delocalization of education actions.
a
In otheer words, educcation
p
it is exxerted
can be moved from the actuaal towards the possible;
not only in a given singulaar space but it does not entaail an
arsenal of pracctical and identtifiable materiaal (human resouurces,
direct materiaal). There is noo longer a focuus of knowledgge on
libraries, univversities and research instittutes. The distance
learning depaartment is noot a new phhenomenon inn the
educational field, it actuallyy represents teaaching and leaarning
o hundred years.
y
ways known and practiced for at least one
mergence and the mass use of new
n informationn and
Before the em
communicatioon technologiees, the educaators used prrinted
materials and mail services to
t perform whaat we call educaation
through mail. (Istrate, 2000, p. 32)
mplish the initiial or
Conceivedd as a new forrmula to accom
continuous education,
e
thee distance leearning departtment
presupposes a concretizationn of education democratizatioon in
the conditions of distance technological progress. Distance

learn
ning answers the exigenciees of individu
ualization andd
personalization of education
e
coursses.
If
I at its beginnings, distannce learning meant
m
studyingg
throu
ugh mail, the actual
a
acceptannce seemed to be
b closer to thee
meth
hods of transm
mitting materialls sustained by
y audio, videoo
tech
hnologies and through
t
Interneet (more frequeently used andd
open
ned to more poossibilities). In ggeneral, we maay call distancee
educcation when thhe professor annd the student (students) aree
sepaarated by physical distance; there are used
d for educationn
com
mbinations betw
ween technologgy (audio, vid
deo, computerr
netw
works and printeed material) andd face to face communication.
A common dennominator of thhe definitions is
i this system’ss
featu
ure of increasinng learning oppportunities for the
t students, byy
elim
minating the tim
me and space obstacles or by
b imposing a
certaain learning rhyythm. Thus the study possibiliities are offeredd
to a large numbber of people, without inteerrupting theirr
proffessional activitty. An excellennt definition with
w operationall
valu
ue is given by thhe Distance Eduucation and Traaining Council::
“Disstance educatioon presupposess the registratio
on and study att
an educational
e
insttitution that enssures didactic materials
m
editedd
in a sequential andd logical order sso that the stud
dents may studyy
t
own. At thhe end of eachh sequence, the student sends,,
on their
through e-mail or fax,
f to qualifiedd instructors thee result of theirr
d and tutoriall
activvity in order to be verifieed, categorized
orien
nted accordingg to the studiedd subject. The corrected
c
taskss
are sent back andd this trade enssures a person
nalized relationn
betw
ween the professsor and the studdent”.
Some
S
authors underline thhe special sig
gnifications off
interraction betweenn students, mottivated by the fact
f
that this iss
one of the directionns to which the distance learniing will surpasss
l
Othher authors focus on the meediator role off
its limitations.
educcation professionals - conneecting the stud
dents with thee
educcational resourcces anywhere inn the world, beeing consideredd
one of the most important advantages of disstance learningg
throu
ugh Internet - in the actuual context off a variety off
inforrmational sourcces and difficuulties in orientaation within thee
inforrmational field..
We
W can definee distance learnning departmen
nt as a plannedd
teach
hing-learning experience,
e
orgganized by an institution thatt
offerrs mediated maaterials in a loggical and sequential order, inn
ordeer to be assim
milated by studdents on their own, withoutt
consstraining the activity of agents to co-presence orr
syncchronization. The mediation is accomplished
d using diversee
ways, from printedd material (thrrough mail), to
o audio, videoo
tech
hnologies or new inform
mation and communication
c
n
tech
hnologies.

3. THE BARR
RIERS AND LIMITA
ATIONS OF
F
DISTANCE
D
L
LEARNING
Distance
D
learniing departmentt having involv
ved experts andd
speccialists, represennts a rapid answ
wer to ceaselesss changes in thee
coun
ntless knowledgge fields. It is a training form
mula where thee
stud
dent is not undeer constant andd immediate su
upervision of a

professor, but he benefits of the planning, orientation, guidance
and control actions from specialists of educational institutions.
(Simpson, 2010) The new formula for accomplishing education
has the following features: participants’ unlimited access, based
on explicit options, to a set of information made available in a
new and exciting formula; the flexibility of curricula; the
possibility of having a mediated education without physically
meeting the main participants (professors, tutors, students) the
mediation is achieved using printed materials or using and
information techniques and electronics (television, Internet
etc.); the achievement of interactivity, immediate or postponed,
according to the mediation qualities. (Beardsell, 2009, p. 16)
Conceived as a rapid formula of transmitting information,
distance learning department is justified by the following: the
unprecedented dynamics of the need of knowledge; the
necessity of upgrading new competences in professional
practice; the need to come into immediate contact with the
newest data of knowledge; the low costs compared to other
established forms of education.
Considering the involved educational level, we can make a
comparison between the content of the traditional (face to face)
and the distance learning higher education.
The content of traditional higher education: is
communicated in stages, based on a schedule; it is more
flexible, the professor can intervene anytime in the material that
has to be transmitted according to the verbal messages of
students; it is presented in oral and printed form, at professor’s
choice; it is integrated in a natural, face to face activity; the
students benefit of on spot explanations, the feedback is
permanent and immediate; there are advantages of social
mediation, the influences of the group, which has an important
role in the motivational support of the students.
The content of distance learning higher education:
regardless the form of presentation, the contents reach the
student on larger sequences, and its covering cannot be imposed
anymore by precise time limits; the content is difficult to
modify during the process, for technical and financial reasons.
The improvement of the course cannot be accomplished, only
for the following academic years; it offers more access to
information than to “communication spaces”; the printed forms
of communication are dominant and the lack of visual
indicators raises many problems related to feedback; the
interactivity undergoes electronic and time constraint
(coordination between professors and students); the social
interactions are more empty of content because of the lack of
fundamental dimensions, such as covering the material
independently from the group, restrictions (time and
technology) regarding the possibilities to work in groups and
debates etc. (Maguire, 2005, p. 7).
The modern technology offers opportunities also for
evaluating the performance in learning. There are numerous
projects at European and international level aiming at using
new technologies in higher education and some of them have
the purpose of improving and increasing the efficiency of the
evaluation practices of students.
The advantages of using the computer and the Internet
within the evaluation process have been presented by many
researchers and practitioners and include low administrative
costs and a great adaptability to individual features of students.
The foreseen problems regard the aspects on the efficiency in
the evaluation using the computer as well as the relation
between the way of evaluating and the conduct of those
evaluated.

The outset is represented by the traditional methods of
evaluating performances that are assumed and validated (most
of the times by practice) in the technological environment. In
this situation, the problem is if the results of the evaluation
using traditional methods can be identical to those using
modern ways.
Other authors question the balance between the innovations
in evaluating students and the experience of academic staff to
implement these innovations. In this case, we speak of the
professor, more or less willing to get involved in an innovative
process such as distance learning, being against the progress of
information technology, tributary to traditional forms of
education, but with real pedagogical qualities. More than that,
on one hand there are put into balance what is possible and
what is facilitated by technology, and on the other hand what is
more difficult or “inhibited” by the new used environment.
Some researchers wonder if the students are well enough
taught, so that they can face successfully the requests of using
technological instruments and electronics.

4. CONCLUSION
Although in recent years it was shown a decrease of
distance learning share, due to the conservative tendency that
characterizes higher education, we believe that this form of
education is the most attractive educational product in the last
decade. Learning process success is not guaranteed only by the
quality of the technology used by universities, but also by
obvious advantages: flexibility, interactivity, not interrupting
the participants’ professional activities, opportunities for
learning performance assessment, low costs, etc. Promoting
distance learning is justified by its potential to achieve some
general goals of the current education such as lifelong learning,
openness towards the society.
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